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THE DENSITY OF EXTREME POINTS
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ABSTRACT. Let K be a compact set in the complex plane having connected

and regular complement, and let / be any function continuous on K and

analytic in the interior of K. For the polynomials pn(¡) of respective degrees

at most n of best uniform approximation to / on K, we investigate the density

of the sets of extreme points

And) :={zeK: \f{z) - p*n{f)(z)\ = \\f - Pn(¡)\\K}

in the boundary of K.

1. Introduction. Let K be a compact set in the complex plane C and consider

the space C(K) of complex-valued continuous functions on K endowed with the

sup norm

||/|k:=max|/(*)|.
zÇK

For a given / e C(K) we denote by p£(/) its best approximant out of Pn, the set

of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most n (n e N). We let

(1.1) An(f) :={zeK: \f(z) - p*n(f)(z)\ = \\f - p*n(f)\\K},

and refer to An(f) as the set of extreme points for nth degree polynomial approx-

imation to /. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the density of the sets

An(f) in the boundary of K.

For the case of best polynomial approximation to a real-valued function / on

an interval K = [a,b], Kadec [2] established the uniform distribution (with re-

spect to the Chebyshev measure) of such extreme point sets for a subsequence of

integers (depending on the function). Lorentz [4] showed later that, in general,

Kadec's result does not hold for all subsequences. Fuchs [1] extended the work of

Kadec by studying the limiting distribution of extreme points for real polynomial

approximation on a compact set K C R.

In [3 and 8] some estimates for the density of extreme points are given for the

cases of real approximation on an interval and approximation on the unit disk,

respectively. In particular, it is shown in [3] that if K is the closed unit disk

and / e C(K) is analytic in the interior of K, then the extreme points for best

polynomial approximation to / are dense on dK (the boundary of K). In this note
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we shall extend this result to any compact set K C C whose complement (with

respect to the extended plane C) is connected and regular with respect to the

Dirichlet problem (cf. [9, p. 6]). We also provide a Lorentz-type counterexample,

showing that the density holds, in general, only for a subsequence of integers.

Main results.  We measure the density of a set A in the set B (A, B C C) by

(2.1) p(A,B):= sup mî\z-ç-\.
z€ßC€A

Our main result concerning the density of the extreme point sets An(f) defined in

(1.1) is the following.

THEOREM 2.1. Let K C C be a compact set with connected and regular com-

plement. If f e C(K) is analytic in Int(Tf), then

(2.2) liminfp(An(/),3/¡0 = 0.
n—»oo

Moreover, there exists an entire function g such that

(2.3) limsupp(An(g),dK) > 0.
n—>oo

REMARK (i). Theorem 2.1 applies, in particular, if K is any continuum (not

a single point), since the complement of such a set is simply connected and hence

regular.

REMARK (ii). As will be seen from the proof of Theorem 2.1, the relation (2.2)

also holds if the set An(f) is replaced by an extremal signature, which is a discrete

subset of An(f) consisting of at most 2n+3 points (see [7] for the precise definition).

REMARK (iii). The methods of Kadec and Fuchs that are used to establish

stronger results concerning the distribution of extreme points for real approximation

are not applicable in the general setting of Theorem 2.1. Indeed, the previously

cited results of these authors are based on the asymptotic behavior of the zeros

of the polynomial differences p* (/) — pn-i(f). For real approximation such zeros

interlace extreme points, but no such relationship is known in the complex setting.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 requires several lemmas, some of which are of indepen-

dent interest. In what follows, cap(7?) denotes the logarithmic capacity (transfinite

diameter) of the set B C C. We note that the regularity assumption of Theorem

2.1 implies that cap(Tf) > 0. With K as in Theorem 2.1 we first establish

LEMMA 2.2. Let Zq e dK. Then cap(7f \U) < cap(Ti) for every neighborhood

(open disk) U of zq-

PROOF. For a compact set V C C, let ¡71/(2,00) denote the Green's function

with pole at 00 for the unbounded component of C \ V. Suppose to the contrary

that

(2.4) cap(7i \U) = cap(K)

for some neighborhood U of zq- Since

lim [log|2| -gv(z, 00)] = log[cap(V)],
z—»00

(2.4) implies that

lim [gK(z, 00) - gK\U (z, 00)] = 0.
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By the regularity assumption, gtc(z, oo) is continuous on C \ K and Qk(z, oo) = 0

on dK. Also, gK\u(z, °°) > 0 as z -> dK, and hence

(2.5) Yimsup[gk(z, oo) - gK\U(z, oo)} < 0.
z-.dK

Thus, by the maximum principle for harmonic functions we have gj((z, oo) —

gK\U(z,oo) for z € C \ K. Consequently, ff/f(.zo,co) = gK\uizo,°°)- But z0

belongs to the unbounded component of the complement of K \ U and hence

9k\u(zo,oo) > 0. On the other hand, ga(zo,oo) = 0, which yields the desired

contradiction.    D

For a compact set B c C we set

(2.6) en(B):=   min   \\zn - p(z)\\B.

Furthermore, let

(2-7) En(f)--=  mf ||/-p||/c = ||/-p;(/)||x.
P€Pn

With the above notation we next establish

LEMMA 2.3.   Let f eC(K)\Pn-i.  Then

¡r, ̂  En-i(f) - En(f)      en(An-i(f))

[¿-*> En-i(f) + En(f)~      en(K)      '        «"M,....

PROOF. Write Pr\(f)(z) = anzn + ■ ■ ■, an e C, and let T*(z) = zn + ■ ■ ■ e Pn

be the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n for the set An_i(/); that is,

(2-9) en(An-i(f)) = \\T:\\An_l(f).

From properties of extremal signatures, it is known (cf. [7, p. 15]) that

(2.10) En-i(f) = \\f-ptn_i(f)\\K=  jnf    ||/-p|U„-,(/)-

Since p*n(f) - anT* e Pn-i, we see from (2.10) and (2.9) that

(2.11) £„_!(/)< ||/ -p*n(f) + anT^\\An_l{f)<EM) + KMAn-Áf))-

We may assume that an ^ 0 since otherwise En(f) = En-i(f) and (2.8) is trivial.

Then we have, by the triangle inequality,

(2.12) en(K)<   Pnif)-Pn-i(f) K En-i(f) + En(f)

Combining (2.12) with (2.11) we get (2.8).    D

Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 yield a result of independent interest concerning the density

of the extreme points for the Chebyshev polynomials associated with the set K.

Namely, we have

COROLLARY 2.4. Let Tn(z) = Tn(K;z) = zn + ■■■ e Pn be the nth degree

Chebyshev polynomial for a compact set K that has connected and regular comple-

ment. For n = 1,2,..., set

(2.13) A*n(K) := {zedK: \Tn(z)\ = \\Tn\\'K = en(K)}.
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Then

(2.14) lim p(A*(K),dK) = 0.
n—»oo

PROOF. Assume that (2.14) is false. Then there exists a 6 > 0 and an increasing

sequence A of positive integers such that p(A^(K),dK) > 6 for n € A. Since dK is

compact, there exist a zq e dK, a neighborhood Ü of zo, and a subsequence An. C A

such that A*n(K) c K \ U, for n e A0. Then, from (2.8) with f(z) = zn, we have

(2,5) lssífiffilsaaQ«í for„eA„.
en(K) en(K)

On the other hand, it is known (cf. [9, p. 73]) that, for any compact set BcC,

(2.16) lim [en(ß)]1/n = cap(ß).
n—»oo

Thus it follows from (2.15) that cap(Ti) < e&p(K\U), contradicting Lemma 2.2.    D

We can now prove the first assertion of Theorem 2.1.

PROOF OF (2.2). We may assume that / is not a polynomial since, otherwise,

the assertion is trivial. By Mergelyan's theorem, En(f) —* 0 as n —► oo, which

implies (as observed by Kadec [2]) that J2n=i ^« = °°> where

(2.17) A„ := \En.i(f) - En(f)]/[En-i(f) + En(f)\.

Hence there exists an increasing sequence A of positive integers such that

(2.18) A„ > 1/n2    for n e A.

If (2.2) is false, there exist zq € dK, a neighborhood U of zq, and a subsequence

An C A such that An-i(f) C K \ U for n e A0. Then, by (2.8),

(2.19) A„ <en(K\U)/en(K)    for n e A0.

But, as in the proof of Corollary 2.4, Lemma 2.2 implies that the right-hand member

of (2.19) tends to zero exponentially, contradicting (2.18).    D

REMARK (iv). It follows from the above proof that if A is any increasing sequence

of integers for which

(2.20) lim XlJn = 1,        ne A,
n—»oo

then

(2.21) lim p(An(f),dK)=0,        n e A.
n—»oo

For example, if for all n > no, we have En(f) < (l-£n)En-i(f) with logen = o(n)

(0 < en < 1), then limn^oop^^/^dTi:) = 0.

REMARK (v). In some special cases it is possible to give explicit estimates for the

quantity en(B) defined in (2.6). Such estimates together with relation (2.8) allow

one to estimate how fast p(An(f), dK) tends to zero on a subsequence, yielding in

particular the result of [3].

3. A Lorentz-type counterexample. To establish the second part of Theo-

rem 2.1 we require some auxiliary results. The first is the Bernstein-Walsh lemma.
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LEMMA 3.1 [10, P. 77]. Let K C C be a compact set with cap(7f) > 0. If

p e Pn satisfies \\p\\k < M, then

(3.1) |p(z)| <Mexp(nr;K(2,oo)),        z e Q,

where Pi is the unbounded component of the complement of K.

LEMMA 3.2. Let K C C be compact with cap(Ti) > 0. For a given zq € K,

consider a sequence of polynomials

(3.2) q2n(z) '■= (z - zo)nPn(z),        pn € Pn, n = 0,1,...,

such that \\q2n\\K < 1 f°r all n- Then there exists a 6 > 0 such that q2n(z) tends to

zero uniformly on B$ := {z: \z — zq\ < S}.

PROOF. Set K6 := K\BS. It can be easily seen that cap(7í¿) > 0 for 0 < 6 < 60.

Furthermore, we have \6oPn(z)\ < 1 for all z e Ks0- Applying now Lemma 3.1, we

can find a constant Mo > 0 (independent of n) such that |Pn(^)| < Mß for z e Bs0-

Thus, for every 0 < 6 < <5n and z e B$, we have |92n(^)| < ¿"Mf, n = 0,1,_

Finally, choosing 6 < 1/Mn, we can ensure that q2n(z) tends uniformly to 0 on

B6.    D

Our next statement is a straightforward consequence of a well-known result of

Krein (cf. [6, p. 12]) stating that given an (n + l)-dimensional space £/n+1 and

an n-dimensional space Vn in a (possibly complex) Banach space X, there exists a

q e Un+i \ {0} having 0 as its best approximant out of Vn.

LEMMA 3.3. Let K C C be compact and zo e K. Then there exists a polyno-

mial q2n(z) (^ 0) of the form (3.2) such that 0 ta its best uniform approximant on

K  OUt Of Pn-l-

Finally, we need a lemma on the Lipschitz continuity of the best approximation

operator, which follows from the complex version of the strong uniqueness theorem

due to Newman and Shapiro [5].

LEMMA 3.4. Let K c C be compact and f eC(K). Then for every g eC(K)

satisfying \\f - g\\K < 1,

\\PnU)-Pn(9)\\K<Kn(f)\\f-g\\f,

where Kn(f) > 0 is independent of g.

We can now give the

Construction of g satisfying (2.3). For a given zq € dK, our goal is to construct

an entire function g such that for some 6 > 0 and some sequence of integers n^ —♦ oo

we have |£n ~ z\ > 6 for every z 6 Ank (g), k = 1,2,- For this purpose we use

some ideas of Lorentz [4].

Set n0 := 0, nk+ï = 2nk + 1, k = 0,1,..., and qk(z) := (z - zo)nicpnk(z)

(qo(z) = 1), k = 0,1,..., where qk 6 P2nk is chosen in such a way that ||<7fc||K = 1

and 0 is its best approximant out of Pnk-i (cf. Lemma 3.3).

Next, let cifc J. 0 (ak < 1) be such that

oo

(3.3) ^afcMfc< oo,

k=0
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where Mk '■= max{|ûfc(2)| : \z\ < k}, k — Q,l,..., and

oo

(3.4) ^ak<2as,        s = 0,1,....

k=s

We shall introduce another restriction for the ak's later. Set

oo

(3.5) g(z) :=^2akqk(z).
k=0

Then condition (3.3) ensures that g is an entire function.

By Lemma 3.2, there exists a 6 > 0 such that qk(z) tends to zero uniformly on

B0 = {z: \z — zo\ < 6} as k —► oo; that is,

(3.6) tk := sup |cpc(2)| —► 0    as k —> oo.
z€Bs

Set

9s(z) '•- ^akqk(z),        s = 0,1,...,

fc=0

and note that gs e P2n,- Since gs+i — gs = as+igs+i has zero as its best ap-

proximant out of Pn +1_i = P2n , it follows that p2n (gs+i) = 9s- Moreover, by

(3.4),
oo

(3.7) \\g-9s+i\\K<   ^2   ak<2as+2.
k=s+2

Applying Lemma 3.4 to / = gs+i, we have

(3.8) ||p;„.(ffs+i) -p;„.(ff)||tf = life -PÎ„.(ff)l|jc < K2n,(gs+iW2as+2,

where K2rls(gs+i) > 1 depends only on an, Oi,... ,as+i-

We now make the additional assumption that

(3.9) K2ns(gs+i)y/a9+2 = o(as+i)    as s -* oo.

Then using (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) we get

(3.10) \\g - p2n,(g)\\K > ||ffs+i -9s\\k - \\g - 9s+i\\k - life -P2n,(»)IIk

> as+i — 2as+2 — K2n3(gs+i)y/2as+2

- as+i +o(a3+i).

On the other hand, by (3.7), (3.6), (3.8), and (3.9) we have for zeBsnK,

\9(z) -P2ns{9,z)\ < \9(z) - 9s+l(z)\ + \9s+l(z) - fe(4l + \9s(z)-p2na(g,z)\

< 2as+2 + as+iis+i + 7i2ns(os+i)\/2as+2

= o(as+i).

Finally, the last inequality and (3.10) imply that for s large enough, A2ris(g)f\Be =

0.     D
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